Kyisha Williams, BPAPM, MPH

is a Black, queer, high femme, sex positive, artist and public health professional. Artistically, her favourite mediums are filmmaking, acting and dance. In the health field; Kyisha works with Black/ queer/trans/youth/ racialized/ criminalized/HIV+ communities. Kyisha fuses their experience as a health promoter with their work as an artist, creating socially relevant content that discusses health and promotes healthy sexuality (including consent culture). She created her first film, Red Lips [cages for Black girls] in 2010. In 2016, she graduated from University of Toronto with a Masters of Public Health in Social and Behavioural Health Sciences. In the same year they completed the Black Women Film! Leadership Program. She has acted in over 15 short films. Her newest film work, Queen of Hearts is set to premiere in Spring 2018. She is currently the Executive Director of Maggie’s an organization which supports the health of Sex Workers.